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ABSTRACT
We propose that when neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binaries accrete sufficient mass and become

millisecond pulsars, the interiors of these stars may undergo phase transitions, exciting stellar radial
oscillations. We show that the radial oscillations will be mainly damped by gravitational-wave radiation
instead of internal viscosity. Such gravitational waves may be detected by the advanced Laser Interfer-
ometer Gravitational-wave Observatory.
Subject headings : dense matter È gravitation È pulsars : general È stars : neutron È stars : oscillations

1. INTRODUCTION

Gravitational-wave astronomy may soon become an
observational science, since three gravitational-wave experi-
ments, including the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-
wave Observatory (LIGO; et al. areAbramovici 1992),
under construction. In astrophysics, neutron stars are
widely believed to be the most promising source of gravita-
tional radiation (for detailed reviews see Thorne 1987,

which may provide a signature for the features of1995),
supernova explosion from the collapse of cores of massive
stars & Hayes reveal the physics of stellar(Burrows 1996) ;
interiors from starquakes of pulsars &(Zimmermann
Szedenits and give information about the equation of1979) ;
state (EOS) of nuclear matter at high densities from mergers
of binary neutron stars (Shibata, Nakamura, & Oohara

& Shapiro Centrella, &1992, 1993 ; Rasio 1994 ; Zhuge,
McMillan et al. Janka, &1994 ; Davies 1994 ; Ru†ert,
Scha� fer We propose a new possible origin of1996).
gravitational-wave bursts : when neutron stars in low-mass
X-ray binaries accrete sufficient mass and become milli-
second pulsars, the interiors of these stars can undergo
phase transitions that excite stellar radial oscillations,
producing strong gravitational-wave bursts.

2. THE MODEL

2.1. Evolution of Neutron Stars in L ow-Mass
X-Ray Binaries

According to the standard scenario for the evolution of
low-mass X-ray binaries & van den Heuvel(Bhattacharya

mass is transferred from the companion to the1991),
neutron star, which is spun up to a millisecond period. The
mass transfer from the companion drives the two stars
apart, while processes such as orbital gravitational radi-
ation or magnetic braking drive them together. These phe-
nomena keep the system in a steady mass transfer state
throughout the evolutionary timescale of the companion
while the accretion rate of the neutron star is near the
Eddington value. Thus, the neutron star can accrete a mass
º0.5 in D108 yr, becoming a millisecond pulsar (vanM

_den Heuvel & Bitzaraki If we assume that1995a, 1995b).
the masses of neutron stars before accretion are 1.4 M

_(which is supported by the current theories of Type II super-
nova explosion and observations of masses of pulsars [e.g.,
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the Hulse-Taylor binary system]), then the stars in an evo-
lutionary timescale º108 yr must become relatively
massive (º1.8 This raises the question of what couldM

_
).

possibly occur in the interiors of these massive neutron
stars.

To study this question, we Ðrst analyze possible EOSs for
neutron stars. So far there have been many approaches to
determine an EOS for dense matter through the many-body
theory of interacting hadrons. Unfortunately, these
approaches have yielded EOSs with di†erent sti†nesses,
indicating very di†erent structures for neutron stars.
However, the EOSs should be constrained by the following
two observations : First, Epstein, & van RiperLink, (1992)
used a model-independent approach to analyze the post-
glitch recovery in four isolated pulsars (Crab, Vela, PSR
0355]54, and PSR 0525]21) that are likely to be isolated
1.4 neutron stars, and concluded that soft EOSs at highM

_densities are ruled out. More detailed analyses of the post-
glitch curves of the Crab and Vela pulsars also draw similar
conclusions (Alpar et al. Second, if the EOSs in1993, 1994).
cores of neutron stars with mass D1.4 were soft, theM

_massive compact objects after the accretion phase of low-
mass X-ray binaries could be black holes In(Brown 1988).
fact, these objects have been identiÐed as millisecond
pulsars. This means that soft EOSs are unlikely to occur in
neutron stars with mass D1.4 For these two reasons,M

_
.

we can assume that the EOS in neutron stars with mass
D1.4 is moderately sti† to sti†.M

_The above assumption is consistent with recent theoreti-
cal studies of the EOS for dense matter at high densities.
First, because of the strong repulsion between nucleons and
nucleon holes in the spin-isospin interaction, pion conden-
sation is unlikely in neutron stars et al.(Brown 1988 ; Baym

Second, the possibility of kaon condensation in dense1991).
matter has been suggested by & Nelson whoKaplan (1986),
assert that the energy of a negative kaon is lowered by
interaction with nucleons. In neutron star matter in beta
equilibrium, one expects negative kaons to be present if the
energy to create one kaon in the matter is less than the
electron chemical potential. However, Pandharipande,
Pethick, & Thorsson studied kaon-nucleon and(1995)
nucleon-nucleon correlations in kaon condensation in
dense matter and found the kaon energy is much larger
than indicated by previous studies (see, e.g., Brown et al.

Prakash, & Lattimer et al.1992, 1994 ; Thorsson, 1994 ; Lee
& Wirzba On the other hand, if we1995 ; Thorsson 1995).

adopt the electron chemical potentials from the simple
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parameterized models of Ainsworth, & LattimerPrakash,
which represent a number of more realistic models,(1988),

and compare these potentials with the kaon energies of the
Hartree calculations et al. in(Pandharipande 1995) Figure

then we can see that the density for kaon condensation is1,
(where is the nuclear density), which signiÐ-D(5È7)o0 o0cantly exceeds the central densities of neutron stars with

mass D1.4 and moderately sti† to sti† EOSs. SeveralM
_authors (e.g., Knorren, & Prakash &Ellis, 1995 ; Scha†ner

Mishustin & Cheng have used the rela-1996 ; Dai 1997)
tivistic mean Ðeld approach to study kaon energies in
neutron star matter and have also drawn similar conclu-
sions. Third, it is thought that the density for deconÐnement
of nuclear matter to two-Ñavor quark matter is near (6È9)o0Therefore, the recent theoretical studies of(Baym 1991).
dense matter also indicate that pion (or kaon) condensation
or quark matter is unlikely to occur in neutron stars with
mass D1.4 M

_
.

We now turn to the discussion of what happens in
neutron stars with moderately sti† to sti† EOSs when they
accrete mass D0.5 viz., when their masses increaseM

_
,

from 1.4 to about 1.8 It is possible that the centralM
_

.
densities of these massive stars are (see, e.g.,D(5È7)o0Fiks, & Fabrocini Once this condition isWiringa, 1988).
reached, several physical processes will take place in the
stars. When kaon condensation occurse~ ] K~ ] l

e
,

spontaneously in the stellar interior. The appearance of this
new phase destroys the hydrostatic equilibrium of the star
because of the softening of the EOS of the core matter. This
implies a structural transition of the whole star into a new,
stable conÐguration with a condensed core of the new
phase. The structural transitionÈneutron star corequakeÈ
occurs on a dynamical timescale of milliseconds &(Haensel
Pro� szyn� ski et al. in which the interior1982 ; Fujii 1996),
temperature may increase to D10 MeV as a result of both
the rapid compression of dense matter Denissov,(Haensel,
& Popov and the energy released by the reaction1990)

In the following we wish to add twoe~] K~ ] l
e
.

FIG. 1.ÈEnergy of a single negative kaon in neutron star matter and
electron chemical potential as functions of density. The three solid lines are
kaon energies from the Hartree calculations of Pethick, &Pandharipande,
Thorsson for square wells of radii R\ 1 and 0.7 fm, and for a(1995)
Yukawa potential. The dashed lines labeled ““ PAL1,ÏÏ ““ PAL2,ÏÏ and
““ PAL3 ÏÏ represent electron chemical potentials calculated from the
parameterized models of Ainsworth, & Lattimer corre-Prakash, (1988),
sponding to three di†erent forms of F(u), which parameterizes the potential
contribution to the symmetry energy.

remarks. First, the phase transition discussed here is di†er-
ent from that in a hot nascent neutron star. The fully
dynamical calculation of et al. shows thatBaumgarte (1996)
the latter is gradual, and the timescale for the phase tran-
sition to a black hole is about 100 ms. In the case studied by
these authors, a newly formed neutron star with baryonic
mass of 1.78 (which is slightly larger than the maximumM

_baryonic mass [1.77 for a deleptonized star with theM
_
]

hyperonic EOS of will be initiallyGlendenning [1985])
stable because of rich leptons. However, as the deleptoniza-
tion proceeds through the emission of electron neutrinos,
more and more hyperons are formed, and the EOS softens.
This gradually reduces the mass limit for stability, and even-
tually the star will trigger gravitational instability and col-
lapse to a black hole. During the collapse, the central
temperature will increase from 60 to D100 MeV. Therefore,
it can be seen that the strong lepton pressure and thermal
pressure delay the phase transition of the hot star. For a
cold star, as shown by & Pro� szyn� skiHaensel (1982),

et al. and et al. the timescale forHaensel (1990), Fujii (1996),
its phase transition to a meson-condensated star is about
the free-fall time because of the absence of strong lepton
pressure and thermal pressure. Thus, the phase transition of
a cold star can be thought to be spontaneous. Second, the
maximum mass of a kaon-condensated star depends on the
critical density for kaon condensation. The larger the criti-
cal density, the larger the maximum mass et al.(Fujii 1996).
If kaon condensation sets in at a density of as foundD3o0,by et al. the maximum mass is about 1.5Brown (1992), M

_
,

and a 1.4 star after accreting more than 0.1 solar massM
_will collapse to a black hole & Bethe If kaon(Brown 1994).

condensation starts to occur at a density of it is(5È7)o0,expected that the maximum mass of a kaon-condensated
star may be larger than 1.8 Hence, a 1.4 star, afterM

_
. M

_accreting 0.5 mass and undergoing a phase transition,M
_may still be stable against collapse to a black hole.

Alternatively, if the central nuclear matter in an accreting
neutron star is deconÐned into two-Ñavor quark matter, the
quark matter will convert to three-Ñavor quark matter,
because strange matter is thought to be more stable than
nuclear matter. Thus a strange-matter seed is formed in the
interior, and subsequently the strange matter will begin to
swallow the neutron matter in the surroundings. This
process should proceed in a timescale on the order of tens of
milliseconds as a result of a detonation mode, and the inte-
rior temperature increases to º10 MeV because the chemi-
cal energy of the two-Ñavor quark matter is dissipated into
thermal energy Peng, & Lu The conversion of(Dai, 1995).
neutron stars to strange stars has been suggested as a pos-
sible origin of cosmological c-ray bursts & Dai(Cheng

Furthermore, the phase transitions of massive1996).
neutron stars to either stars with kaon-condensation cores
or strange stars can stimulate stellar radial oscillations. In
the next subsection we will show that these newly born
compact objects may be a strong source of gravitational-
wave radiation if their rotation periods are of the order of
milliseconds.

2.2. Damping of Radial Oscillations
It is well known that spherically symmetric oscillations of

a nonrotating compact star do not radiate gravitational
waves. However, if such a star is given a uniform rotation,
the spherical symmetry of the system will be destroyed

In this case, the oscillations are altered both(Chau 1967).
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because the equilibrium shape is changed and because the
pulsation equations include the centrifugal and Coriolis
force terms. The rotation thus makes the stellar radial oscil-
lations produce gravitational waves, as proved explicitly by

Therefore, the radial oscillations discussed inChau (1967).
the previous subsection are damped not only by dissipation
of the vibration energy of stellar matter into heat, but also
as a result of the conversion of this energy into
gravitational-wave radiation. We Ðrst focus on the case in
which a massive neutron star undergoes a phase transition
to a star containing a kaon-condensation core. After

electron neutrinos are trapped in the inte-e~] K~ ] l
e
,

rior and form an ideal Fermi-Dirac gas with kl ? kT
(where T is the interior temperature), because the neutrino
mean free path is much less than the stellar radius for
kT D 10 MeV. Subsequent evolution of the newborn star,
which is analogous to that of a protoneutron star formed
from supernova explosion & Lattimer can(Burrows 1986),
be divided into three stages. We neglect gravitational radi-
ation. The Ðrst stage is deleptonization, whose timescale

is of the order of 1 s & Soni in which the(q
d1) (Sawyer 1979),

interior temperature may increase signiÐcantly. In this
stage, the radial oscillations are damped through the follow-
ing reaction :

p8 ] e~% n8 ] l
e
, (1)

where and represent quasiprotons and quasineutrons,p8 n8
respectively. Using the reaction matrix element of etBrown
al. we have derived the net rate per baryon for this(1988),
reaction at nonequilibrium,

!1 \ 1
24n5+10c5 GF2 cos2 hC cos2

Ah
2
B
(1 ] 3g

A
2)

] m
n
* m

p
* k

e
kl2*k[*k2] (2nkT )2] , (2)

where is the weak-coupling constant, is the CabibboGF hCangle, and h is the chiral angle for kaon condensation
(h ¹ 60¡ ; et al. is the Gamow-Teller coup-Brown 1994), g

Aling constant, and are the e†ective nucleon masses,m
n
* m

p
*

and with being the chemical*k\k
p
] k

e
[ k

n
[ kl k

ipotential of particle i. In deriving equation (2), we have
assumed with and being the neu-kT /c> o Pl o> o P

n
o , Pl P

ntrino and neutron momenta, respectively. As the steps
shown by & Lu using this reaction rate, we haveDai (1996),
further derived the bulk viscosity as

g1^ 1.8] 1025 cos~2
Ah
2
B
Y

e
~1@3Y l2@3Y n

4@3

]
A o
o0

B5@3A kT
1 MeV

B~2
g cm~1 s~1 , (3)

where and are the particle concentrations and o isY
e
, Yl , Y

nthe stellar density. Therefore, the damping timescale
is given by(Sawyer 1980)

ql1 \ oR2g1~1/30 , (4)

where R is the stellar radius. Inserting into thisequation (3)
equation, we obtain

ql1^ 0.52 cos2
Ah
2
B
Y

e
1@3Y l~2@3Y

n
~4@3R62

]
A o
o0

B~2@3A kT
1 MeV

B2
s , (5)

where is in units of 106 cm. For the typical particleR6concentrations and RD 106 cm, and kT D 10o D 6o0 ,
MeV, we have s[ 12q

v1 D 12Y
e
1@3Y l~2@3Y

n
~4@3 s ? q

d1.In the second stage, the stellar interior has practically no
trapped lepton number excess, as compared with catalyzed
matter. The di†usion of is then driven by the tem-l

e
l6
eperature gradient. Locally, the equilibrium distribution

function of can be approximated by the Fermi-Diracl
e
l6
efunction with a zero chemical potential. The neutrino di†u-

sion timescale is of the order of 40 s & Soni(q
d2) (Sawyer

Using the analogy of deriving the bulk viscosity of1979).
& Schae†er we obtain the damping time-(Haensel 1992),

scale

q
v2 ^ 1.8] 102 cos2

Ah
2
B
Y

e
~1@3 R62

A o
o0

B2@3
s . (6)

Clearly, q
v2 ? q

d2.Third, after the neutrino di†usion, the temperature
decreases to D1 MeV, and neutrinos can escape freely from
the star. The damping timescale becomes

q
v3 ^ 2.6] 10~5 cos~2

Ah
2
B
Y

e
~1@3R62

]
A o
o0

B2@3A kT
1 MeV

B~4A u
104 s~1

B2
s , (7)

where u is the oscillation frequency. Therefore, we can con-
clude that the radial oscillations are not damped very effi-
ciently by the bulk viscosity until the stage at which
neutrinos escape freely.

We now consider gravitational radiation from rapidly
spinning and oscillating neutron stars. The timescale for
this process is(Chau 1967)

q
g
^ 0.41M1.8~1R6~2

A P
2 ms

B4
s , (8)

where is the stellar mass in units of 1.8 and P isM1.8 M
_the stellar rotation period. Here we have assumed that

nucleons in the stellar interior are nonrelativistic and
degenerate, and thus the adiabatic index is equal to 5/3.
When viz.,q

g
¹ q

d1 ] q
d2,

P¹ 6.2q6
d
1@4M1.81@4 R61@2 ms , (9)

where s), the gravitational radiation canq6 \ (q
d1 ] q

d2)/(40
damp the radial oscillations very efficiently. The frequency
of the gravitational waves is equal to u\ 2n/q, where q is
close to 5 ] 10~4 s for a typical neutron star model (Glass
& Lindblom corrected for the gravitational redshift)1983 ;
with mass M D 1.8 and radius RD 106 cm. theM

_strength of the waves can be estimated using the quadru-
pole approximation to the Einstein Ðeld equations (Thorne

This approximation shows that the gravitational1987).
strain is given by

h ^
G
c4

Q�
r

D 1.5] 10~23R65
A o
6o0

B

]
A a
0.1
BA P

2 ms
B~2A r

100 Mpc
B~1

, (10)

where Q is the sourceÏs quadrupole moment r(Chau 1967),
is the distance of the source from Earth, and a is the relative
oscillation amplitude (\dR/R). The exact value of a is
dependent upon both the EOS for pure nuclear matter and
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the EOS for kaon condensation. If the strength of the phase
transitions (j), which is deÐned by the gap in the mass
density between the onset and termination mass densities

& Pro� szyn� ski is larger than the critical(Haensel 1982),
value then a can reach about 30% et al.j

c
\ 3/2, (Fujii

Here we assume that a is about 0.1. Furthermore, the1996).
characteristic gravitational strain is

h
c
^ hJn D 4.3] 10~22M1.8~1@2R64

]
A o
6o0

BA a
0.1
BA q

0.5 ms
B~1@2A r

100 Mpc
B~1

, (11)

where n is the number of cycles of gravitational waves in the
duration The observed number of low-mass X-rayDq

g
.

binaries in our Galaxy is D102 Paradijs and(van 1995),
thus the rate for phase transitions of their neutron stars is
D10~6 yr~1 because the typical accretion timescale is
D108 yr. An alternative estimation based on the number of
millisecond pulsars and their lifetime also gives a similar
value & Dai Therefore, the rate detected by(Cheng 1996).
the advanced LIGO detector et al. is(Abramovici 1992)
estimated to be about three events per year.

Alternatively, neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binaries
may accrete sufficient mass to convert into strange stars, as
suggested by & Dai In this case, Ðrst, theCheng (1996).
timescale for damping radial oscillations due to bulk vis-
cosity is º10 s for a high temperature, º10 MeV (Madsen

& Lu so the gravitational radiation1992 ; Dai 1996),
damping mechanism is also more efficient. Second, for the
conversion of neutron stars with sti† EOSs to strange stars,
the relative oscillation amplitude (a) may not be less than
0.1. Third, the density for deconÐnement may be larger than
that for kaon condensation, and thus the oscillation fre-
quency of strange stars is larger. If gravitational waves dis-
cussed in this work are observed by LIGO in the future,
then observations, in principle, can distinguish between
these two kinds of phase transitions. In addition, gravita-
tional radiation for the case in which neutron stars convert
to strange stars is likely to occur together with cosmological
c-ray bursts, because the Ðreballs formed during the conver-
sion have very low baryon contamination & Dai(Cheng
1996).

3. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have suggested that during the evolution of neutron
stars in low-mass X-ray binaries the stars may undergo

phase transitions to stars containing kaon condensation
cores or strange stars when these neutron stars accrete suffi-
cient mass from their companions. The phase transitions
will excite stellar radial oscillations, which produce strong
gravitational-wave bursts if the stellar rotation periods are
of the order of milliseconds. The study of such gravitational
radiation may provide information for the high-density
EOS and the physics of phase transitions. In addition, the
rate detected by the advanced LIGO is estimated to be
about three events per year. Gravitational waves from col-
liding neutron stars must have a continuous spectrum, but
waves from phase transitions of neutron stars appear to
have a delta-functionÈlike spectrum. This signature is
expected to be conÐrmed by observations in the very near
future.

However, we would like to point out that the physics at
several times is still very controversial : therefore, if ito0exists, such phase transition is also not clear. Moreover, the
existence of a new equilibrium conÐguration after the phase
transition is also not certain. On the other hand, if we
accept the current theories and use two di†erent polytropic
indices to approximate the EOS, there is evidence that in
some cases no strong shocks are generated in the collapse
process triggered by the phase transition, while in other
cases (depending on the EOS before and after the transition)
there could be strong shock-heating, causing the energy
dissipation to be neutrino dominated, or even disrupt the
whole star (W.-M. Suen & A. Anninos 1997, private
communication). Finally, we want to remark that the exis-
tence of such phase transition should be regarded as an
assumption until the physics beyond several nuclear density
is conÐrmed, e.g., by heavy-ion collision experiments, and
the existence of a stable rotating and oscillating neutron
star is only shown by numerical simulation and restricted to
polytropic EOS.
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